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A increasing number of software process and product standards emphasize the need for measurement. ISO 9001, for example, provides guidance for monitoring and controlling product and process characteristics during both production and installation. However, standards provide little guidance as to what exactly users should measure and how to use the results to support the development of high-quality software.

Furthermore, measurement cannot be defined independent of context. A metric set judged valid on one project may lead to poor quality or high development costs when applied to another project. When quality is measured, several factors come into play, including product characteristics (such as size), process maturity level of the company developing the software product, its development environment (such as the design methodology and CASE tools used), and the development team's skill and experience.
Defining measurement in the specific context of an organization means using defined data collection rules and metric sets. Comparison of measurement values should be limited to projects with similar characteristics. This suggests the need for a method to control, assess, and predict product and process quality, which can be tailored to an individual organization’s needs and based on its own databases.

The Software Quality in Development project, supported by the European Commission’s Esprit program, has developed Squid to fill this need. Squid is a method for quality assurance and control, and includes a toolset to support application of the method. Using Squid, a software development organization can use measurement to:

- plan and control product qualities during development;
- learn in a deeper and more systematic way about the software process and product, and feed the appropriate experience back into current and future projects; and
- evaluate final product qualities.

We have applied Squid to a software development project called Telescience (see the boxed text, “The Telescience Application”). This project aims to automate a scientific station in Antarctica, to monitor and control scientific experiments remotely during the Antarctic winter.

The Squid Approach to Quality

Squid defines quality as the operational behavior of a product required by its users. This is consistent with the standard approach to quality modeling taken by ISO 9126, which defines quality as a set of product characteristics. Characteristics that govern how the product works in its environment are called external quality characteristics, which include, for example, usability and reliability. Characteristics related to how the product was developed are called internal quality characteristics, and include, for example, structural complexity, size, test coverage, and fault rates. Examples and descriptions of these characteristics can be found elsewhere.

The Squid approach proposes defining product quality requirements by establishing targets for the external quality characteristics. This approach then proposes pursuing those targets during development by defining and monitoring targets for internal quality characteristics. This can be done using conventional software measures of size, fault rates, change rates, structure, test coverage, and so on, taken early in product development.

Squid helps in establishing relationships between internal and external quality characteristics, using experience from similar past software develop-
Development processes vary from company to company, and even a single company may commonly use several different development models. These differences limit the possibility of using metric sets across different projects. For example, it is not meaningful to compare the number of lines of code developed using structured versus object-oriented techniques. Process differences also affect the relation between measures and quality characteristics. For example, the influence of “size” (measured as LOC) on software maintainability differs for software developed in an OO development process versus a Waterfall one.

An organization using Squid specifies the project objects (deliverables, milestones, modules, and so on) produced by the development process it uses. Project objects are the elements on which measurements will be taken. Squid requires mapping quality requirements onto quality characteristics and hence onto quality attributes (that is, measurable properties) in the framework of a quality model like that proposed in ISO 9126. Quality requirements then serve as a set of targets for the external quality characteristics. Quality models also identify internal quality characteristics that influence the external ones. The organization then monitors and controls internal quality characteristics through project measures to achieve quality requirements.

**Representing the development process**

Representing the development process in the data model characterizes the measures to be taken. The Squid data model identifies the essential characteristics of the development process such as the type of development model and the language adopted. Squid also models project objects, classified as deliverables, development activities, or review points:

- deliverables (such as specifications and code) are produced during the life of a project,
- activities produce deliverables, and
- review points are control intervals used in a particular development model.

Quality measures are taken of the deliverables at the specified review points.

**Representing the quality model**

Squid specifies a quality model in terms of quality characteristics, which are refined until they are directly measurable; they are then referred to as quality attributes. Quality characteristics and attributes can be internal or external; the user identifies how internal characteristics influence external ones by linking them in the data model. Figure 1 shows two related quality characteristics and how they are refined in the quality model.

Except for extremely simple projects, different parts of a software product usually have very different behavioral requirements. For example, the interface component has high usability requirements, whereas the database component has high integrity requirements. Squid distinguishes such different parts using the concept of a product portion. A single product comprises a set of product portions; different product portions have different quality requirements. This can help reduce conflict among different aspects of the development process.
differing quality requirements. Whereas it may be impossible to deliver extremely high operational requirements in many different and sometimes conflicting dimensions for a product as a whole, it may be feasible to deliver stringent quality requirements for the individual product portions that genuinely require them.

Representing measures

The measures collected through Squid can be actuals, estimates, or targets. An actual is the current value measured for a specific quality attribute. An estimate can be obtained from past data or through the Squid toolset’s estimation facilities. Target values are specified during the quality specification phase. Measures can be expressed in different units; for example, lines of code is a product code length unit, elapsed days is a project duration unit, and working years is a personnel experience unit.

The Squid user defines how to take measurements in counting rules, which clarify and regulate all the conditions that could affect the measures’ objectivity. For example, the measure of program length can be collected as lines of code, but a counting rule must confirm at what development stage the measure is to be taken. Counting rules ensure that measures are repeatable and are comparable with those of the historical database.

Integrating components of the Squid data model

All internal and external attributes belonging to a specified quality model must be allocated to the project object types belonging to a specified development process and associated with units and counting rules (project measures) in the Squid data model. Thus, the attribute “structural complexity” in the quality model must be associated with an appropriate project object type in the development process model—for example, a module in a Waterfall development model. Figure 2 shows the resulting organization of the Squid data model.

The Squid quality process includes quality specification, planning, control, and evaluation. Squid provides user interaction and support in several ways.

Quality specification

Quality specification means establishing the software product’s quality requirements. There are three main activities involved:

- Select the quality model. Specifying the quality requirements takes place within the framework of a specific quality model. An organization using the Squid approach needs to define the quality models used to develop its software products—for example, an international standard like ISO 9126 or a company-specific model. When starting a new project, the organization must determine which of the available quality models and development processes should apply to the current project.
- Identify product portions, quality requirements, and targets. The product being developed must be defined in terms of a set of independent product portions, that is, parts of a software product with different quality requirements. Each operational requirement is then associated with the product portion to which it applies. The Squid toolset supports the association of each requirement with a quality characteristic in accordance with the selected quality model. Once a match is made between a quality characteristic and a requirement, the toolset identifies one or more external attributes, derived from the quality model, on which targets can be set.
- Perform feasibility analysis. Squid helps users evaluate the feasibility of the external attribute targets, based on comparing achievement of similar
past projects with the targets of the current one. The toolset analyzes the historical database looking for similar past projects; it judges the level of similarity by examining the development process used for past projects and their external attribute targets. The user can participate by introducing search constraints and removing certain projects from consideration. Squid then analyzes the actual values of the external attributes achieved by the selected past projects and compares these with the new product's target values. If the actual values differ from the required values, the normal development process may not be able to deliver a product that meets the stated quality requirements. Of course, this feature requires a well-populated historical database.

**Relationship with Other Methodologies**

Squid is not the only quality methodology, nor is it unique in suggesting the use of measures to assist software development.

**Process Improvement Methodologies**

Process improvement methodologies such as CMM,1 ISO 9001, and SPICE2 identify the features essential to good software development. They do not define a specific development process but instead guide software producers in defining their methods and implementing appropriate procedures to manage software development. Their goal is to improve the development process—they do not claim to improve individual products except as a by-product of better processes.

These methodologies advocate the use of measurement to improve project and quality management. Squid complements them by providing a framework within which quality measures can be stored, analyzed, and used constructively to assist software development.

**Metrics Methodologies**

Of the several metrics methodologies in current use, one of the most widely known and applicable to quality is the Goal-Question-Metric paradigm.3 GQM provides a means of deriving a measurement program from a statement of the business goals to be achieved. Once the program goals are stated, they are used to generate questions that the measurement program must address. The questions enable the user to identify the metrics needed to answer the questions. GQM is a high-level framework that does not address specific software engineering issues. Within this generic framework software developers must specify and document their measurement program.

**Product Quality Methodologies**

Product quality models include ISO 9126 and Euromethod.4 ISO 9126 defines a generic quality model and various supporting guidelines. Squid supports using ISO 9126 exactly as specified in the standard. However, Squid's flexible quality modeling facilities mean that a user can adapt the ISO quality model or use any other model appropriate for the type of applications the organization produces. ISO 9126 and other quality models recommend quality specification and evaluation actions but do not specify how they should be performed. Squid provides a procedure and a toolset for undertaking the quality actions recommended in the standard.

In addition, Squid's rigorous approach to measurement ensures full definition of measures. The user specifies the factors (counting rules, project objects, and product portions) needed to ensure that data is reliable and comparable. This forms the basis for feasibility analysis, quality specification, and quality planning. In addition, Squid extends the ISO 9126 philosophy to quality planning and control.

Euromethod approaches software quality through identification and control of product deliverables and intermediate deliverables. Euromethod is not itself a measurement-oriented approach. Thus, we see Squid and Euromethod as supporting technologies since Euromethod defines the product deliverables and Squid models them in order to associate measures with them.

Squid has some similarities with other quality and measurement-based technologies, but its specific product quality focus differentiates it from other methodologies. Squid compels its users to define their development process, quality models, and measures. It is, therefore, supported by process initiatives such as CMM and ISO 9001 that are forcing organizations to adopt better-defined development standards and procedures.
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Quality planning

Quality planning involves deciding on a suitable development process and setting target values for internal attributes.

- Select the development process for each product portion. Since product portions have different quality requirements, the development team may need to adopt different processes to implement them.
- Assign target values to internal quality attributes. Quantitative targets are set for the internal quality attributes identified in the quality model. Attributes are then associated with intermediate activities and deliverables (project objects), against which progress will be monitored and controlled. The Squid toolset helps users assign targets to internal measures by allowing them to view the software quality attribute targets achieved on similar past projects.

Quality control

Squid supports monitoring progress throughout development using internal software measures associated with deliverables and activities related to each major review point in development. Quality control activities include the following:

- Identify deviations by comparing target values with actual values of the internal quality attributes. At each project review point, when certain quality attributes have been measured, the current quality status of the project can be assessed. This involves comparing each internal quality attribute with its planned target and identifying any significant deviations.
- Identify software components with unusual attribute values. These components should be analyzed more carefully to ensure early identification of problem areas. The Squid toolset automates the detection of anomalous components to identify project objects with unusual combinations of internal attribute values.

Quality evaluation

In Squid, quality evaluation assures that a product satisfies its specified requirements. The development team can also analyze the quality results of a project to provide feedback for the development process. Squid provides a basic evaluation mechanism based on:

- measuring the actual values of the external attributes for each product portion,
- comparing each actual value with its target value, and
- reporting quality shortfalls.

Figure 3 shows the sequence of the Squid quality process activities and their main relation to the Squid database.

Application of Squid to Telescience Software

The Squid approach is being used by the Antarctica Telescience project for development of the Electric Power Supply and Distribution System and the Remote Man-Machine Interface. The quality specification and quality planning activities of these two systems have been successfully completed, and quality control is in progress. We report here the experiences and problems encountered during these activities.

Quality specification

Using the Squid approach, establishing the quality requirements for the Telescience project involved three steps.

Select the quality model

The project team started by reviewing the ISO 9126 quality model. This standard specifies six quality characteristics, but it is unrealistic to assume that a single set of quality characteristics is necessary and sufficient to describe the quality requirements for every project. In the case of the Telescience project, the ISO characteristics were not exactly those that best described the systems.

The project team therefore defined a specific quality model, modifying and integrating that proposed...
in ISO 9126, that identified the quality characteristics and the associated external attributes. Table 1 shows the quality requirements and targets for one product portion, the Electric Power Supply subsystem. The first three columns show the set of external characteristics and external attributes associated with the quality characteristic Maintainability. Each element of the quality model and the counting rules to be used for each attribute were defined in the database.

Table 2 shows the targets for each internal attribute of Maintainability for the Electric Power Supply subsystem.

We found the Squid method to be very sensitive to the quality model identified, and especially to the characteristics of the external and internal attributes selected. Because Squid is based on learning from the experience of similar past projects, attributes must be as robust as possible against variation of the project characteristics; that is, they must remain significant even across different projects. A project-specific attribute will not have significant value for other projects, even if they are only slightly different. The quality characteristic “product size,” for example, can be expressed in terms of attributes such as code size or function points. The first is sensitive to changes in the implementation language while the second is not, which means the second attribute is significant even across projects that use different languages.

Identifying quality attributes with such characteristics was not easy for the Telescience project, which is a real-time control system used under unusual operating conditions. This system has peculiar requirements for reliability, maintainability, and interacting with the environment; some of these were mapped into application-specific external attributes. For example, the whole Antarctica station relies on the energy produced under the control of the Electric Power
Supply and Distribution System. If this system has a catastrophic failure, a back-up battery can power the station for about one hour, during which time the failure must be detected, the fault removed, and the power production restored. These severe, very specific requirements demanded a powerful way to define their external attributes and to evaluate them.

Identify product portions, quality requirements, and targets

The Telescience project had two sets of quality requirements for the Electric Power Supply and Distribution System because different subsystems had different reusability requirements. Hence the team defined two product portions: the Electric Power Supply subsystem and the Power Distribution subsystem. The design and some of the code of the power supply subsystem will be used in a commercial control board for the power supply hardware, whereas the other subsystem is not expected to be reused.

Perform feasibility analysis

After quality requirements are specified, the Squid toolset supports feasibility analysis by comparing the quality achievements of similar past product portions with the quality requirements of the current product portion. Because the Telescience project is the first to use the Squid approach, however, no past experience was available.

Despite this significant limitation, the Squid approach supported quality specification by forcing software engineers to analyze the system quality requirements in-depth, solve conflicts between functional and nonfunctional requirements, and identify quality requirements for each portion of the system.

Quality planning

Squid defined two main activities for quality planning.

Select the development process for each product portion

Based on the application’s characteristics and the organization’s past experience, the Telescience team used only a conventional Waterfall model for all the product portions. This model was represented as a series of review point types together with a set of deliverable types and development activity types. The team introduced these into the Squid database and integrated them with the other components of the Squid data model, as described earlier.

Assign target values to internal quality attributes

The identification of the internal quality characteristics, attributes, and targets proved difficult in this project because of the lack of previous experience. Developers therefore relied on expert opinion, using as a starting point a set of attributes suggested by the Squid project staff. The ability of the Squid toolset to store and use past company experience should facilitate target-setting in the future.

Quality control

Squid outlined two main activities to help the Telescience team monitor the project’s progress; both are still underway.

Identify deviations by comparing targets and actual values

The development team can identify deviations from plans by comparing target values with actual values of the internal quality attributes. They have already done so for internal quality attributes related to project objects delivered early in product development. While the Telescience project represented an experimental application of the Squid method, this feature significantly improved software engineers’ ability to control product quality during development. This activity will continue throughout the Telescience design and development life cycle.

Identify software components with unusual attribute values

The Telescience team found this toolset facility particularly useful. Scatterplots relating two attributes for the same objects provide a useful visual aid for analyzing the project’s large number of deliverables. Anomalous components can immediately be
detected and examined more closely to identify possible quality problems.

Figure 4 shows the scatterplot of the attribute “number of faults” (total number of faults detected in the module during testing) versus “cyclomatic complexity” for a subsystem’s modules. Each project object (the modules in this figure) appears as a point within the scatterplot; users can click on the point to identify the project object and obtain more information about it.

Most software engineers believe that properties of the intermediate products of the development process affect final product behavior, but there is little scientific evidence of this link and no successful examples of using it to predict or control final product behavior. Squid aims to clarify this link by encouraging software developers to collect quality data and analyze the relation between properties of both the intermediate products and the development process with final product behavior. The prototype toolset developed and used in the Antarctica Telescience project is now being upgraded to an industrial prototype for more extensive trials.
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